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This article shows that the creation of cyberworlds (in-
teractive virtual environments) can be an excellent educa-
tional tool covering a wide range of computer science and
engineering disciplines. We present the experiences gath-
ered during more than one semester of work with computer
science students in the framework of semester projects at the
Virtual Reality lab of EPFL. Our objective is to share the
lessons learnt by both the students and researchers (project
advisors). We describe the projects proposed, the methods
applied to help the students reach the objectives, the prob-
lems faced during the development work and how we man-
aged to solve them.
Keywords: Computer Science Education, Virtual Real-
ity, interactive virtual environments, video games, VR pe-
ripheral equipment.
1. Computer Science Education
Computer Science (CS) education is an ever-evolving
discipline, just as CS itself. Methods to teach concepts and
make students fully understand novel technologies and put
them in practice are always challenging tasks. A fair amount
of resources can be found in the literature and in the Internet
concerning methodologies and strategies to help students
assimilate complex concepts such as network programming
(e.g. multithreading), data modeling, software engineering,
mathematics for computer graphics (e.g. linear algebra), etc.
New techniques for computer science courses have been
proposed based on methods involving constant variation of
teaching styles and the ”surprise factor” (unexpected activ-
ities or reactions from the lecturer) [12].
Several learning theories and methods to approach the
problem of Computer Science education (CSE) have been
proposed. The constructivism is one of the most widely ac-
cepted learning theories. It claims that knowledge is con-
structed by the student in an active way. The construction
builds recursively on existing facts, ideas an beliefs. In [3],
the author surveys the application of constructivism in the
context of CSE. The guidance of the lecturer must take into
account previous knowledge, and help the students build
their own models and views of the concepts being taught.
In this sense, active learning from the students seems to be
stimulated through hands-on experiences.
The current trend is having the students ”touch and feel”
the new concepts they are supposed to learn. Extensive use
of audio-visual simulations during lectures is welcomed,
specially in this times when we are all over-exposed to im-
pressive visual effects in films and TV. Moreover, the impor-
tance of scientific visualization is rapidly growing and the
use of interactive images and animations (computer graph-
ics) is recognized as crucial to understand scientific prob-
lems [5]. Using computer graphics during lectures is a good
strategy. However, in this article we present our experiences
showing that having students create computer graphics (as
an essential part of a cyberworld) is even better when it
comes to make concepts clearer and introduce new ones.
Concerning the hands-on experience, it is a well-known
practice in universities all-over the world to have under-
graduate CS students develop research-related projects, or
at least have the senior students participate in the prepara-
tion/evaluation of CS courses [8]. Other strategies to im-
plement the hands-on approach include the ”Software Fac-
tory” [14]: an 8-semester programm simulating a real soft-
ware organization where CS students put in practice their
recently acquired knowledge on software engineering.
Undergraduate CS students have elective courses whose
credits are obtained by working on a research-related
project. Projects are usually designed to be completed
within one semester or one year, depending on the diffi-
culty level. Usually, one-year projects are targeted to senior
students and they are mandatory in order to get the engi-
neer diploma.
Projects are usually defined by the research laboratories
Figure 1. Virtual Darts, using a data-glove
and a magnetic tracker.
at the universities. Common practice is to propose projects
concerning the development and testing of already defined
concepts that must be formally evaluated before applying
them in novel research. This way undergraduate students
can be introduced to the research world while putting in
practice their knowledge in CS.
At VRlab we have noticed this approach has some draw-
backs. PhD students are normally in charge of proposing
such projects, but sometimes they are not especially mo-
tivated to do so, since it usually means a lot of time on
supervision. To motivate them their research directors ad-
vise them to define projects in such a way that the devel-
opment work done by the student can be re-used in their
own research. As a consequence, undergraduate students
end implementing algorithms that look rather abstract and
don’t represent an interesting activity for them. It is not ev-
ident for an undergrad student to understand how such al-
gorithms can be applied in the ”real world”. Not that the al-
gorithms aren’t useful, but the concepts and vision behind
them are usually far away from an undergraduate’s objec-
tives and motivations.
The result is that less students get interested in doing
such projects. Thus, undergraduate lose the opportunity of
putting in practice and further develop their knowledge and
skills in a research environment. On the other hand, re-
searchers are left without the precious help of developer ex-
perts: Usually undergraduate students have fresher knowl-
edge on development techniques and languages, although
they still need to mature in other skills, e.g. coding organi-
zation and documenting habits.
A year ago we noticed this reduction in the amount of
student projects being developed at our lab and decided to
try a slightly different approach. The objective was to at-
tract more students and have both sides benefit from the ex-
perience: researchers would get some development help to
produce attractive research demos and students would learn
new skills and knowledge. The idea behind our new strat-
egy was to define projects as very concrete and ”funny” ap-
plications that could easily show VR in action. We proposed
several projects which consisted on creating Cyberworlds:
interactive virtual environments, in the form of Virtual Re-
ality games.
The results obtained were very encouraging, last
semester we had ”full-house” at the laboratory and at the
end both undergraduate and PhD students were happy
with the results. We also learnt several things in the pro-
cess. For example, we realized that the CS courses were
failing on teaching some basic concepts on network pro-
gramming, linear algebra and software engineering (or at
least the concepts weren’t retained long enough in the stu-
dent’s knowledge repertoire). But we were happy to see that
the development projects we proposed succeeded on re-
inforcing such ”weaknesses”. Moreover, students had
valuable experiences concerning the development of im-
portant professional-life skills such as working in teams
to solve complex engineering problems - e.g. implement-
ing a system for noise-reduction and calibration of a mag-
netic motion capture equipment.
The rest of the paper will detail our approach of us-
ing cyberworlds as educational tools. We will describe the
projects we proposed and the methodology we followed
with the students. The final part discusses the lessons learnt
on both sides (researchers and students) and our plans to
further develop this CS education strategies.
2. Cyberworlds as educational tools
Several research works have reported that the use of VR
as an educational tool can increase student interests, un-
derstanding and creative learning. We can cite for exam-
ple the Virtual Experiment environments for science educa-
tion which used a web-based VR platform for middle school
science education [11]. A research effort on a similar direc-
tion is the distributed virtual environment for children pre-
sented in [6], a web-based VR system. Other example us-
ing a 3D cyberworld platform to give access to knowledge
and contribute to education, this time in the field of archeo-
logical research can be found in [7].
The works cited before show the benefits of ”using” cy-
berworlds as educational tools. Our approach is different
because we don’t ”use” them to educate. In our case the
Figure 2. Virtual Goalkeeper, using magnetic
trackers on both hands.
pedagogical process is based on the creation of the applica-
tion itself, not on using it as a finished product.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the idea was to ap-
ply the hands-on approach, some kind of ”learning by do-
ing” strategy to have CS students put in practice their re-
cently acquired knowledge and skills.
When we asked ourselves the question of how to attract
CS students and motivate them to work on research and de-
velopment projects, we analyzed the kind information and
applications that attract them the most. In fact it is easy to
realize that we all are exposed to state of the art computer
technologies everyday in the form of CGI films and video
games. Indeed, it is a well-known fact that the video games
industry leads and pushes the advances in computer graph-
ics technology, for both software and hardware. These ap-
plications are very appealing. It is no secret that the dream
of many CS students is to create a video game.
In fact, video games are complex systems that integrate
knowledge from many CS fields: computer graphics, net-
work programming, multi-threading, algorithms optimiza-
tion, software engineering, etc. The strategy of teaching
through video games has been successfully applied before
[9] and continues to be useful.
To make the projects more interesting, we didn’t limit
ourselves to ”conventional” video games controlled with
mouse/keyboard or a joystick.
Since we wanted the development work to be useful for
the laboratory, we designed the projects in such a way that
they could be used as demos for public dissemination show-
ing VR technologies in action.
Thus, the projects we defined were targeted at exploiting
one or more VR peripherals: data gloves, magnetic motion
Figure 3. Virtual Fencing, using magnetic
trackers.
tracking systems, HMD. This added interest to the project,
since it is not so hard to find resources in the internet about
programming video games. But having access to VR pe-
ripherals is not that easy for a student.
Moreover, from previous experience, we realized that
even if its difficult to compete with state of the art graph-
ics used in video games. A VR application can be appeal-
ing if it uses an uncommon interface. We observed this phe-
nomenon in the VR game we developed last year as part
of the celebration of the 150th anniversary of EPFL: ”The
Enigma of the Sphinx” [1].
The most attractive feature of the ”Sphinx” demo was
the multimodal interface we developed based on the ”magic
wand” [4]-a magnetic tracker pointer used in combination
with speech recognition. This demonstration had some in-
fluence on attracting students to our lab, some of them were
intrigued about how to create such VR applications with
multimodal interfaces. Indeed, one of the projects we pro-
posed consisted on improving the ”magic wand” interface.
On the research side, we wanted to make tests on some
equipment and do some experimentation concerning the
noise reduction on the magnetic trackers. We arranged the
projects so that students were motivated to work on the
problem of calibration and noise-reduction of the magnetic
motion tracking system. In order to have a playable appli-
cation, the tracking data had to be corrected.
In the next section we will describe the projects we pro-
posed and the methodology used to follow the students
progress and give them feedback and help when required.
Figure 4. Virtual Petanque, using magnetic
trackers on both hands and gesture recogni-
tion.
3. Methodology for creating cyberworlds
In this section we will describe the research-development
projects we have defined applying the approach of creating
a cyberworld using VR peripherals. First of all we will de-
scribe the general methodology used to assign the projects,
follow the progress and evaluate the results.
The results we are reporting in this article correspond
to semester projects carried-on by senior CS students from
September 2003 to February 2004. The laboratory presents
in a web page the project proposals available per semester.
A student can be assigned to a project only after an inter-
view with the research assistant (PhD student) and/or se-
nior researcher responsible of the such project. During the
interview the project responsible finds out about the moti-
vations and background knowledge of the student.
Projects are open to students from both the Computer
and Communication Sciences Schools. The formers have
followed more software engineering oriented courses while
the others are more oriented to electronics and telecom-
munication and sometimes have less strong programming
skills. The objective of the interview is to verify whether
the student has followed the courses required to develop the
project and has authentic motivation to work on it. Some-
times we observed the student was not really eager to work
on a given project but was only interested on getting the
credits since there were no other project options available
for him/her (the projects that interested him/her were al-
ready taken). In such cases we strongly recommend to wait
for next semester since we know an unmotivated student
Figure 5. Micro Quake, multiuser network ap-
plication.
won’t get any benefit from the project and neither the labo-
ratory.
Students have access to the laboratory installations (eight
hours a day during working days) where they are allowed to
work on PC workstations with OpenGL hardware accelera-
tion and they usually develop using C++ under a Windows
environment. Project progress is monitored in a rather infor-
mal way, except for the mid-semester and final presentation
which are formal and taken into account to assign the fi-
nal evaluation. In general, the project responsible keeps in
touch with the student on a daily or weekly basis since both
of them see each other at the lab very frequently. Each stu-
dent adopted his/her own schedule according to the rest of
the courses.
We tried to let the students work on their own and
let them come to the project responsible only when there
were some technical/scientific problems they were unable
to solve. This way we intended to motivate the cooperation
between students, the team work and the autonomy. In the
next section we will give more details on this subject.
Developing Cyberworlds requires a great amount of cod-
ing, several modules must be put in place before an inter-
active application can run. At VRlab we have developed a
software development framework aimed at integrating the
different libraries and routines developed by our researchers
[10]. However, from previous experiences we realized that
confronting undergraduate students to such a system was
not a good idea. In fact the framework is a complex system
made out of hundreds of classes and with a great variety of
configurations and options. Undergraduate students faced to
it delivered poor results due to the time invested first to un-
derstand and feel at ease with the system. Not enough time
was left for the student to work and improve their own work.
To solve this problem we gave them a much lighter ”de-
velopment framework”, an OpenGL-based set of classes
with the basic functions to load some 3D model formats
(3DS, MD3, etc.). This way they could start immediately to
load or create some 3D models and concentrate on the ac-
tual interaction and simulation algorithms required.
The following is a short description of the projects we
proposed following the approach of creating cyberworlds.
Some projects were done in teams of two students. The fi-
nal reports and presentation slides are on line at VRlab’s
project repository [15](most of them are in french, though).
• Virtual Darts: using a data-glove and a magnetic
tracker on the wrist. Implement the game of darts, in-
cluding the a realistic simulation of the darts trajectory,
as a function of the speed, position and orientation of
the hand when throwing it. See figure 1.
• Virtual Goal Keeper: using a pair of magnetic sen-
sors attached to the wrists, simulate a goalkeeper who
has to stop penalty shots generated automatically and
following parabolic trajectories. See figure 2.
• Virtual Fencing: using a single magnetic tracker at-
tached to the wrist, implement a game that lets the user
handle a sword and touch some moving objects in the
virtual world. See figure 3.
• Virtual Petanque: with the aid of a single magnetic
tracker and a data-glove, create a virtual world where
to play petanque (a french game mainly played in sev-
eral European countries [13]), with a realistic simula-
tion of the rigid-body dynamics of the balls.
See figure 4.
• Virtual Micro Quake: implement a light version of
the popular shoot’em all game allowing two or more
users to play together through the network. See fig-
ure 5.
• Improving the Magic Wand Interface: re-
implementing from scratch the pointing, and posture
recognition algorithms of the magic wand inter-
face [4], in particular using the corrected posi-
tion information, to improve the pointing. See fig-
ure 6.
As can be seen from the descriptions above, all of the
projects (with the exception of the ”Micro Quake”, which
put more emphasis of the multiuser and networking capabil-
ities) required the use of one or more VR peripherals, all of
them required a sensor to track the position and orientation
of one or both hands in real-time. This is where we intro-
duced the need for coordinated team work and some more
research-related activities. The tracking was to be done with
Figure 6. The magic wand with improved po-
sition tracking.
a magnetic sensor (Ascension Flock of Birds (FOB) [2]).
The games where intended to be used having the user stand-
ing in fron of a large projection screen as shown in figure 6,
a semi-immersive virtual environment.
The place where the projection screen is located at the
lab has several sources of magnetic interference (metallic
ceiling, several computers and metallic furniture around).
Thus the data coming from the magnetic trackers (position
and orientation of each sensor) was noisy, in particular the
position information. This problem was reported in the ar-
ticle that presented the ”magic wand” [4]. By that time we
avoided using the position information since we had no time
to analyze the problem and find a solution for noise reduc-
tion and calibration. Then, we gave the whole group of stu-
dents (with the exception of the ”Micro Quake” team, who
didn’t use tracking) the additional task of implementing a
solution to the noisy tracking signals. They all had to be
motivated to solve the problem, since they required to use
both position and orientation information in their applica-
tions. If they wanted their project to work, they had to par-
ticipate in solving the problem shared by all of them.
In the next section we describe our observations and
lessons learnt during the six months of project development.
4. Lessons learnt
The first lesson we learnt was that having students work
in team should be closely supervised, otherwise they will
most likely end letting one or two members of the team do
the work for the rest. This is what happened concerning the
team task we gave them (noise reduction and calibration of
the magnetic tracking system).
At the beginning we had some short plenary meetings
where we emphasized the fact that the tracking problem was
a common obstacle that all of them should overcome. We
clearly stated our intention was to have them all do part of
the work. We gave them some clues about the possible al-
ternatives to approach the problem (taking measures at reg-
ular intervals and at different times of the day to analyze
the noise patterns). And let them free to name a team leader
and make a division of work. They started by organizing
the measurements, all of them were responsible of measur-
ing at a different day. They used a wooden structure (which
had been built some years ago by a PhD student) that al-
lowed for setting a magnetic tracker at preset fixed loca-
tions covering the whole working volume.
For the mid-semester presentation, each student was ex-
pected to give a report on his/her project status. At that time
we realized the tracking problem had been almost solved
by only one team. They used multiple polynomial regres-
sion and considered the noise as a function of the spatial
position of the tracker. They were thus able to correct static
errors and neglected dynamic ones.
The group had just let two of their colleagues take the
initiative and do the work. The team that solved the prob-
lem (two students) got a higher evaluation. The rest of the
students were asked to propose a solution, even if it was not
implemented, in their final report [15].
On the other hand, as the projects advanced and more
problems appeared, the students finally learnt to work in
team, helping each others, sharing what they had learnt, ex-
changing ”tips and tricks” to compile a library, solve a com-
mon error, etc. In the end, letting the students work on their
own most of the time revealed to be the best way to teach
basic skills for the professional life: autonomy, initiative,
communicating with unknown people (such as other PhD
and undergraduate students at the lab), etc.
Students had several missing skills and knowledge. Con-
cepts of Computer Graphics such as rotation representations
(e.g. quaternions) were not understood by most of them
when they started their projects. Some of them spent sev-
eral weeks trying to understand what quaternions were all
about and how they worked. They were forced to use them
since the orientation information sent by the magnetic sen-
sors used this representation. Some of them came to their
project advisor and asked about those strange mathemati-
cal entities. After several explanations, and most of all, in-
commensurable trial and errors in their code, they managed
to use the tracking data in their applications. This showed
us the concepts that were supposed to be clear during the
theoretical courses were not understood in reality. The pos-
itive side was that they not only learnt about quaternions,
but also learnt to communicate and help each other.
Other minor, but not less worth noting problems were
networking, software integration issues. In particular, the
team assigned to the ”Micro Quake” had to implement a
classical star topology to allow two or more PC clients to
share the virtual environment and play together, just as in
the real games. They were at first asked to implement a
more robust topology, such as a distributed star, but din’t
have time to implement it. They spent too much time de-
bugging the star topology application.
The rest of the students faced networking programming
as well since they had to retrieve the tracking data from the
FOB server, but their task was easier since they had access
to a small application that did the work for them. Still they
had to implement a socket communication between their ap-
plication and the small service applet.
They also learnt to work in a structured way, for some of
them it was the first time they programmed in C++. The ma-
jority had followed a java-based curriculum and had only
notions of C, but not C++. We asked them to provide the fi-
nal version of their application in ”release mode”, having
the compiler (MS VisualC) make a more strict validation of
memory leaks and so on. Most of them found their appli-
cations were not compiling anymore and learnt a good deal
of information about the compiler settings, library manage-
ment and classical problems as memory allocation errors.
Some of them took the initiative and searched in the
net for libraries and additional 3D models (they were pro-
vided with basic scenarios in and a few 3D characters) and
libraries to play sound, etc. They were faced with multi-
threading programming. Some of them delivered very effi-
cient smooth running applications, while some others pre-
sented games with less ”playability” due to an inefficient or
absent thread management (e.g. not putting the sound play-
ing routines in a separated thread caused the game to stop
from time to time when playing sounds).
Having a concrete project with clear objectives and eval-
uation criteria: ”either we can play the video game or not”,
was motivating for the students. They knew whether their
applications filled in the minimum requirements or not. All
of the projects were finished in an acceptable way. Some
of them were more efficient and implemented extra features
that were not in the original specification.
For example, the ”virtual fencing” had three different
modalities: playing with the suit of armor as shown in fig-
ure 3, blowing up some spheres, or kind of a shot’em all
game using different characters that had to be killed with a
spear. They all used the same principle: collision detection
of a vector whose orientation was controlled by the wrist
(simulating a sword, spear).
A particularly interesting achievement of some teams
was the implementation of elemental gesture recognition
techniques and physics simulation. This was true specially
in the case of the ”Virtual Darts” and the ”Virtual Petanque”
projects. In which different hand gestures had to be rec-
ognized (grasping, throwing, holding, releasing) and used
to trigger rigid-body dynamic systems. Other projects such
as the ”Virtual Goalkeeper” also required the implementa-
tion of basic parabolic motion physics. We didn’t advised
the students to use some freely available dynamics engines
such as ODE (Open Dynamics Engine: http://ode.org/). And
were happy to see they went to search their ”old physics
books” and studied the equations and implemented them
with satisfactory results.
Finally, everybody was happy to use VR technology and
peripherals and learn some of the ”secrets of game devel-
opment”. They all expressed in their final reports and also
in informal discussions their satisfaction for having learnt
many things and partially unveiled the mysteries of Virtual
Reality and video games.
5. Conclusions
Creating Cyberworlds is a multidisciplinary activ-
ity which is accessible with nowadays computer equipment
(VR peripherals excepted). This kind of projects are mo-
tivating and serve to evaluate and reinforce many skills at
the same time, related not only to CS but to many other ar-
eas, even in the social planes: teamwork, cooperation,
tolerance, etc.
These projects pushed the students to put in practice con-
cepts they would hardly apply otherwise in a single system:
networking, multi-threading, software engineering, linear
algebra, physics simulation, etc. It also helps to better ap-
preciate and understand current and future technologies:
games are not a mystery anymore, they are neither easy to
develop.
When the students left the lab at the end of February this
year, we are sure they had a different vision of the potential
of VR technologies and computer graphics. They had also
gained self-confidence (they felt rather satisfied for having
created a video game on their own) and reinforced or ac-
quired new technical knowledge.
We are willing to continue our project proposals fol-
lowing the approach of creating cyberworlds. They demon-
strated to be an excellent way to integrate virtually all CS
and social skills required in the professional context.
The demos have been shown to several visitors from
other universities and from the industry, they all have en-
joyed playing a little bit with one or more of the video
games. This has been of great satisfaction for the students.
Many of them have accepted to come back to the lab to
proudly show their project to some visiting professor or in-
dustrial partner of the lab. Some of the students continued
to develop projects at VRlab, now that they have reinforced
their CS skills they feel ready to approach more abstract re-
search topics.
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